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Abstract: To assess the performance and scalability of the Unified Forecast System (UFS) Short-Range
Weather (SRW) application, case studies are chosen to cover a wide variety of forecast applications.
Here, model forecasts of Hurricane Barry (July 2019) are examined and analyzed. Several versions
of the Global Forecast System (GFS) and Rapid Refresh Forecast System (RRFS) physics suites are
run in the UFS-SRW at grid spacings of 25 km, 13 km, and 3 km. All model configurations produce
significant track errors of up to 350 km at landfall. The track errors are investigated, and several
commonalities are seen between model configurations. A westerly bias in the environmental steering
flow surrounding the tropical cyclone (TC) is seen across forecasts, and this bias is coincident with
a warm sea surface temperature (SST) bias and overactive convection on the eastern side of the
forecasted TC. Positive feedback between the surface winds, latent heating, moisture, convection, and
TC intensification is initiated by this SST bias. The asymmetric divergent flow induced by the excess
convection results in all model TC tracks being diverted to the east as compared to the track derived
from reanalysis. The large differences between runs using the same physics packages at different grid
spacing suggest a deficiency in the scalability of these packages with respect to hurricane forecasting
in vertical wind shear.

Keywords: hurricane track error; model physics evaluation; Unified Forecasting System

1. Introduction

The accurate forecasting of TCs is of vital socioeconomic importance because even
small errors in the hurricane track or intensity forecasts can result in drastic differences
in the impact of these storms. TC forecasting involves complex, nonlinear physical inter-
actions between the environmental conditions, the ocean surface, and the TC itself, and
understanding and accurately modeling all of these relationships is crucial to a skillful
forecast [1]. The UFS is a community-based, coupled comprehensive Earth system model-
ing system intended to help bridge the gap between research and operational forecasting
by facilitating the implementation of research innovations not currently included in oper-
ational applications. The UFS is intended to span predictive scales from hours to years,
and several applications have been and continue to be developed for various temporal and
spatial scales. The UFS-SRW application [2] is employed for this study. This application
is an atmosphere–land coupled limited area configuration of the UFS, focusing on time
scales from minutes to days. While the UFS-SRW is primarily being used for research
and development purposes, the operational instantiation of the UFS-SRW, the RRFS, is
slated for US operations in 2024. For this reason, the UFS-SRW must provide timely and
accurate forecasts for a variety of meteorological phenomena spanning a large range of
spatiotemporal scales. Selecting a fixed resolution for a particular application poses a
significant challenge to determine a grid spacing that can accurately represent the phe-
nomena of interest while still being efficient enough to run in operations. Thus, evaluating
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the performance of operationally relevant physics packages available in the UFS-SRW at
various grid spacings provides critical information to model physics developers as they
strive to unify physics parameterizations across the various applications.

The focus of this work is a case study representing the forecasting challenge of TC
evolution in a strongly sheared environment. Hurricane Barry was a Category 1 hurricane
that made landfall over Intracoastal City, Louisiana on 14 July 2019. Due to the strong
northerly wind shear that was prevalent throughout the TC development, this system
was slow to intensify and was associated with an unusually asymmetric distribution of
convective activity and precipitation [3]. The operational Global Forecast System (GFS)
track error for Hurricane Barry was substantial, predicting landfall some 200 km to the east
of Intracoastal City at the 72 h lead time [3]. Because of this, Hurricane Barry is a prime
candidate for identifying the shortcomings in operationally relevant physics suites and
investigating what effect (if any) the model grid spacing and resolved convection have on
the development and evolution of TC forecasts run with the UFS-SRW, and whether and
why the maturing physics suites might improve upon the forecasted track.

TC motion in vertical wind shear is generally controlled by the environmental steering
flow and by vertical coupling mechanisms, such as diabatic heating due to convective
processes and the vertical advection of potential vorticity [4–7]. Generally, convection
tends to organize the downshear of a TC developing in a sheared environment, with a
mesoscale subsidence in the upshear region [8]. Here, downshear and upshear refer to the
regions about the TC center that the vertical shear vector points toward and away from,
respectively. Chen and Gopalakrishnan (2014) [9] showed in a case study of Hurricane Earl
that as the TC intensified, the warm subsiding air from the upshear region was advected
into the upper levels of the TC center, thus amplifying the warm core and accelerating
intensification. In addition, they showed that when convective bursts were concentrated
in the downshear-left (DSL) and upshear-left (USL) regions relative to the TC center, the
upper-level convective-scale subsidence about that convective burst superposes on the
mesoscale subsidence region as it is advected into the TC core. This subsidence warms the
lower-level TC core more rapidly and further accelerates intensification [9,10].

This concentration of convection in the DSL and USL TC center-relative quadrants
should also be expected to introduce a track tendency toward that region due to the
asymmetric divergent flow at the TC center [4,11–14], which tends to move the TC track
toward the region of maximum convection; moreover, this effect also tends to reduce the
TC vertical tilt. The vertical shear itself also induces a left-of-shear motion tendency due
to the upper-level displacement of an anticyclonic potential vorticity anomaly [4,15,16].
There are several other physical mechanisms that have been demonstrated to affect the
TC intensification and track forecasting, many of which are not fully understood [17].
Environmental wind shear [18–20], vertical tilt of the TC vortex [4], and convective to
mesoscale processes that affect precipitation and inner core heating [21–25] have all been
shown to play important roles in the forecasting of TC evolution. Nonlinear interactions
between these processes mean that small errors in any of them can cause the errors to grow
and alter the TC track and intensity forecast.

This case study of Hurricane Barry investigates the systematic errors in several ver-
sions of the Common Community Physics Package (CCPP) [26,27] physics suites within
the UFS-SRW at multiple grid spacings. The objective is to identify the shortcomings
within those physics suites and to investigate the scalability of the physics with respect to
the representation of a TC in the presence of vertical shear. We find consistent errors in
the forecast evolution of convection and intensity that all contribute nonlinearly to both
each other and to the forecast track error. Section 2 discusses the model configuration,
physics suites, and verification datasets used here, as well as the diagnostic methods used
to demonstrate those shortcomings. Section 3 shows systematic errors in various fields
related to the TC motion tendencies discussed in Section 1. The conclusions drawn from
these fields are discussed in Section 4.
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2. Data and Methods
2.1. Model Description, Physics Suites, and Verification Datasets

The experiments conducted in this study used the Finite-Volume Cubed Sphere (FV3)
atmospheric dynamic core within the UFS-SRW application. The regional forecast domain
spanned the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic Ocean and the eastern continental
United States (Figure 1). The initial and boundary conditions for the atmosphere were
generated from the operational GFS analysis and GFS forecast fields, respectively. The runs
did not utilize data assimilation or ocean coupling. As in the operational GFS, the evolution
of SST is controlled by the near-surface sea temperature (NSST) parameterization, which
attempts to mimic the diurnal cycle of SST.
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Figure 1. The domain used in the UFS-SRW runs. Lakes and ocean points are colored blue while
land points show elevation in meters corresponding to the color axis on the right. White areas are
not defined.

Several physics suites available within the CCPP were tested at the following three
different horizontal grid spacings: 25 km, 13 km, and 3 km. These grid spacings target
resolutions typically used for subseasonal-to-seasonal (25 km), medium-range (13 km),
and convection-permitting (3 km) forecast applications. The individual physics parame-
terizations included in each physics suite are shown in Table 1. Detailed information
about each parameterization is provided by Zhang et al. (2021) [26] and references
therein. Each physics suite in Table 1 represents an incremental version tested during
the pre-implementation process, leading to the final version implemented in operations
(e.g., GFSv16). Physics suites beginning with GFS indicate suites intended for the oper-
ational GFS, whereas physics suites beginning with GSD represent suites developed at
NOAA Global Systems Laboratory for use in the operational Rapid Refresh (RAP) and
High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) models. The intention of performing runs with the
various physics suites is to create a variety of possible forecast solutions that can be used to
understand the environmental and TC inner core characteristics associated with “good”
and “bad” track forecasts in this case. We do not attempt to attribute variations in forecast
performance to specific differences between physics suites, since several of the suites differ
in more than one way (Table 1). Additional forecast diversity is obtained by disabling
the cumulus parameterization at 3 km in the GFSv16beta and GSD_noMY physics suites
(GFSv16beta 3 km NoConv and GSD_noMY 3 km NoConv). These additional runs also
quantify the sensitivity of the track forecast to whether a cumulus scheme is used. All of
the runs were initialized at 06 UTC 11 July 2019 and had a forecast length of 72 h, except
for the GSDv0 and GSD_noMY 3 km runs, which only ran for 56 and 59 h, respectively,
due to computer resource limitations. This did not impact the results, however, because
the analysis focuses on the pre-landfall evolution of the TC, and every run extended well
past landfall.
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Table 1. Parameterizations included in each physics suite used in this study.

GFDL-MP GFSv15.2 GFSv16beta GSDv0 GSD_Noah GSD_noMY

Cumulus scale-aware
SAS

scale-aware
SAS scale-aware SAS Grell–Freitas Grell–Freitas Grell–Freitas

Microphysics GFDL GFDL GFDL Thompson Thompson Thompson
PBL GFS-K-EDMF GFS-K-EDMF GFS-TKE-EDMF MYNN-EDMF MYNN-EDMF MYNN-EDMF

Surface Layer GFS GFS GFS GFS GFS MYNN
Land Surface NOAH NOAH NOAH RUC NOAH NOAH

Ozone GFS (2006) GFS (2015) GFS (2015) GFS (2015) GFS (2015) GFS (2015)
Stratospheric
Water Vapor None GFS GFS GFS GFS GFS

For verification of large-scale fields, including the environmental flow, latent heating,
and SST, the latest version of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
Atmospheric Reanalysis (ERA5), is used [28]. The reanalysis is available at hourly intervals
at 0.25◦ grid spacing. For verification of convection, satellite-derived precipitation data
from the Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for the Global Precipitation Measurement
(IMERG) [29] are used as proxy. This product is available at half-hourly intervals with 0.1◦

grid spacing. These half-hourly data are accumulated for the hour prior to each forecast
verification time to match the hourly frequency of the composite reflectivity data from the
model forecasts. As an additional convection verification source, Stage IV radar-derived
precipitation [30] is used as a proxy as well. These data are available at 4 km resolution at
hourly intervals. The observed Hurricane Barry track data used for this study are taken
from the data repository of tropical cyclone tracks referenced in Bourdin et al. (2022) [31],
using the TRACK algorithm based on Hodges et al. (1994) [32] as applied to ERA5 data.
These data are provided at 6 hourly intervals and so is linearly interpolated in time to
hourly frequency. Throughout this manuscript, this track data are simply referred to as the
ERA5 hurricane track.

For SST verification, in addition to ERA5, the NOAA/NESDIS/NCEI Daily Optimum
Interpolation SST, version 2.1 dataset (DOISST) [33] and the NASA/JPL Multi-scale Ultra-
High-Resolution SST analysis (MURSST) [34] is used. DOISST is derived from combined
in situ ship and buoy measurements as well as satellite retrievals and is provided at 1/4◦

resolution. MURSST is available on a global 0.01◦ grid and is derived from multiple satellite
and in situ sources with internal correction applied for biases between datasets. Each of
these sources of observational SST are available at daily intervals.

2.2. Methods

Accurate identification of the TC location in the model output is crucial to this study.
For this, the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) vortex tracker software [35]
is used to analyze the forecast variable fields at several vertical levels to track the TC
position throughout the duration of each forecast. The steering flow is determined using
the Optimal Steering Layer (OSL) method developed by Galarneau and Davis (2013) [36]. In
this method, the steering flow is calculated by first removing the winds directly associated
with the existence of the TC by subtracting the irrotational and nondivergent winds from
the full wind field at radii ranging from 1◦ to 8◦. Then, the pressure-weighted mean wind
field with the TC removed is calculated from 850 hPa to various levels ranging from 800
to 200 hPa at 50 hPa intervals. This creates a matrix of mean environmental flow values
that vary by TC removal radius and layer thickness. By comparing this complete matrix to
the change in TC position between ±12 h from the forecast time in question, the velocity
associated with the TC removal radius and layer thickness that most closely matches
the TC motion is determined to be the steering flow velocity at that time. Because the
determination of the TC motion requires ±12 h of information, the steering flow cannot be
determined using this method during the first or last 12 h of the forecast.
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3. Results
3.1. GFS Physics Suites

Figure 2 shows the ERA5 track and the track forecast from each GFS physics suite for
Hurricane Barry. These runs reproduce the east-of-track bias seen in the operational GFS.
The GFDL-MP tracks exhibit the most extreme errors of roughly 350 km at landfall. These
forecasts diverge from ERA5 earlier in the runs than the other GFS suites, with a sharp
northward recurve occurring around 24 h at 89◦W longitude. For the GFSv15.2 suite, the
forecast tracks begin to diverge northeastward from ERA5 around 30 h, and a few hours
later the 25 km run turns west again, reducing the track error. By landfall, this westward
motion has reduced the track error in the 25 km run by roughly 75 km compared to the
13 km and 3 km runs. The GFSv16beta track forecasts are very similar to those of GFSv15.2,
making landfall in the same spatiotemporal location for each grid spacing. The GFSv16beta
NoConv sensitivity test shows that disabling the cumulus parameterization makes the 3 km
run perform comparably to the 25 km run. This is likely attributable to the superposition
of the resolved and parameterized convective activity that could occur with the cumulus
parameterization active at this resolution.
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Figure 2. TC track forecasts from each GFS physics suite tested at each grid spacing: 25 km (blue),
13 km (orange), and 3 km (green). The ERA5 track is shown in black. The violet track in the
GFSv16beta plot represents the 3 km sensitivity experiment with the cumulus convection scheme
disabled. Scatter points denote each hour of the run, and hour 30 of each forecast is denoted by an
especially large point.

The TC track is controlled by the steering flow, computed here as described in
Section 2.2. Figure 3 shows the steering flow for each of the GFS physics suite runs, with
ERA5 included for verification. The zonal component (solid lines) of the ERA5 steering
flow is quite consistent, holding steady around −2 m/s for the duration of the forecast.
The meridional component (dashed lines), in contrast, increases steadily as the TC recurves
northward, as expected. The GFDL-MP runs show a large eastward error in the steering
flow, consistent with the large eastward track error in these runs; however, the meridional
flow verifies well with ERA5. The absolute steering flow error in the GFDL-MP runs is
fairly consistent around 1 m/s. A similar behavior is seen in the GFSv15.2 and GFSv16beta
runs at 25 km and 13 km grid spacing, with the westerly component of the steering flow
weaker than observed, while the meridional component verifies well, resulting in an overall
slow error in the steering flow magnitude. In the 3 km runs, especially for GFSv16beta,
the steering flow in both directions verifies well for the first several hours of the forecast,
after which these diverge from ERA5 and tend toward the steering flow of the other runs
(around 24 h for GFSv15.2 and around 32 h for GFSv16beta).
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Figure 3. Time series of the environmental steering flow around the TC. A 3 h rolling time average is
applied to the hourly data to reduce noise. The figures on the left show the meridional (dashed lines)
and zonal (solid lines) flow determined by the OSL method described in Section 2.2. On the right is
the magnitude of the steering flow. The 25 km (blue), 13 km (orange), and 3 km (green) runs for each
physics suite are compared with ERA5 (black) for verification. The GFSv16beta NoConv sensitivity
run is shown in violet.

Table 2 shows the mean error of the OSL depth and removal radius to which each
TC is sensitive. Here, a positive removal radius error means the simulated TC is sensitive
to a larger removal radius than is ERA5, while if the depth error is positive, it means the
simulated TC is sensitive to a deeper steering layer than ERA5. For GFSv16beta 25 km and
3 km NoConv, two of the best track forecasts in all the simulations, we find the post-recurve
behavior to be the most important period for differentiation from the other runs (Figure 2).
These runs’ OSL depth match ERA5 quite well, despite the relatively significant error in the
pre-recurve period. For GFDL-MP, we see quite poor track forecasts, despite the relatively
small error in the OSL parameters. This suggests that for these runs, the environmental
winds themselves are erroneous (particularly in the zonal direction, see Figure 3), rather
than just the layer to which the TC is sensitive. Nearly all of these runs show sensitivity to
a deeper steering layer than ERA5, suggesting these TCs are deepening prematurely. Little
such coherent patterns are seen relating the removal radius to track fidelity, though the
simulated TCs are found nearly universally to be sensitive to environmental winds from a
smaller removal radius than ERA5.
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Table 2. GFS physics runs mean error for OSL depth and removal radius, as compared to ERA5.

GFDL-MP v15.2 v16beta

25 km 13 km 25 km 13 km 3 km 25 km 13 km 3 km 3 km-
NoConv

Pre-recurve
Removal

Radius Mean
Error (0–30 h)

−0.44◦ 0.00◦ −0.61◦ −0.39◦ −0.83◦ −0.50◦ −0.33◦ −0.67◦ −0.67◦

Post-recurve
Removal

Radius Mean
Error (30 h+)

−0.33◦ 0.13◦ −1.10◦ −1.60◦ −0.93◦ −1.17◦ −1.27◦ −0.63◦ −0.20◦

Pre-recurve
Depth Mean

Error (0–30 h)
16.67 mb 77.78 mb −44.44 mb 0.00 mb 108.33 mb −16.67 mb 41.67 mb 147.22 mb 141.67 mb

Post-recurve
Depth Mean
Error (30 h+)

58.33 mb 35.0 mb 91.67 mb 220.00 mb 56.67 mb 13.33 mb 46.67 mb 125.00 mb −25.00 mb

As discussed in Section 1, the TC motion tends toward the region of maximum
convection and diabatic heating, which is the result of the coupled interactions between
the convection and vertical wind shear. Figure 4 shows the composite reflectivity at 30 h
from each GFS physics run, along with the simultaneous hourly accumulated IMERG and
Stage IV precipitation for verification. The convection at 30 h is shown because it is around
this time that the modeled TC tracks tend to recurve sharply to the north and diverge
from ERA5, except for the GFDL-MP runs, which diverge earlier. Figure 4 shows strong
disagreement between the observational data and the UFS-SRW, with each forecast run
showing significant convection wrapping into the USL (northeast) TC-relative quadrant
and the IMERG data showing precipitation largely confined to the region directly south of
the TC center. The Stage IV data include this region of precipitation directly south of the
TC center, but with a substantially reduced magnitude. One possible explanation of this
discrepancy is that the radar-based precipitation estimates have previously been found to
be underestimated at long range [37], and this region lies at the edge of the radar’s range.
Stage IV also shows significant precipitation to the northeast of the TC, though most of this
is displaced ~200 km from the TC center. GFDL-MP depicts the most convection in the USL
quadrant, and this convection is also located within 50 km of the TC center, allowing it to
more efficiently affect the intensification of the model TC [9].

For both GFSv15.2 and GFSv16beta, only the weak convection is seen wrapping into
the USL quadrant in the 25 km run, while more is seen in the 13 km run. In the GFSv15.2
3 km run, there is a patch of heavy convection directly to the east of the TC center, while
in the GFSv16beta 3 km run, the convection is largely confined to the region south of
the TC, with some convection wrapping into the USL quadrant. The NoConv run of
GFSv16beta shows similar behavior, though the convection to the south-southeast of the
TC is concentrated into rain bands rather than the more aggregated convective region seen
in the 3 km control.

To investigate the source of this excess convection, the surface latent heat flux (LHF)
into the atmosphere at 30 h is shown in Figure 5. From this figure, it is clear that all of
the GFS physics runs produce excess LHF to the east and especially northeast of the TC
center. The magnitude of the LHF error and its proximity to the TC center are also roughly
correlated with the extent of the track error that eventually develops in each run. Regions
of excessive LHF contribute to areas of erroneous convection as the fluxes contribute to
a positive feedback loop reminiscent of a wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE)
process [38,39]. The GFDL-MP runs show the most extreme LHF error, and even by this
time show the largest track errors as well. The GFSv16beta 25 km run shows only a slight
LHF error to the east of the TC, and eventually shows the least track error seen in the GFS
runs. In the GFSv16beta NoConv run at 3 km grid spacing, LHF is substantially reduced,
especially within 100 km of the TC center, where differences of around 200 W/m2 emerge.
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That these reductions in LHF occur in the sensitivity experiment that results in one of the
best track forecasts lends credence to the hypothesis that these processes are causally linked
in the model through a WISHE process.
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What is the origin of this LHF error? Figure 6 shows the SST at the initialization time
and at 18 h into the forecast. A slight warm SST error to the northeast of the TC is seen at
18 h when comparing the GFSv16beta 3 km run to DOISST, while this error is considerably
stronger and more widespread in ERA5 and MURSST. This error is collocated with the
LHF error seen in ERA5. Although only the GFSv16beta 3 km run is shown here, the SST
field varies very little between physics suites and grid spacing. The NSST parameterization
used in all these runs cannot represent the cold wake that typically develops to the right of
the TC track in the Northern Hemisphere. Despite the forecasts being initialized with a
SST field with a cool error, a warm error is present by 18 h, since the SST evolves very little
during the forecast. In both ERA5 and the forecasts, the latent heating to the east of the
storm is driven by the intensifying low-level winds, concentrated to the south of the TC
center due to the sheared environment. In the model forecasts, the convection is far more
active and closer to the TC center than that seen in the IMERG and Stage IV precipitation
datasets. This convection is initially the most active in the southern semicircle, but it soon
develops upshear due to the cyclonic winds of the TC. Once the convective bursts become
concentrated in the downshear-left (southeast) and upshear-left (northeast) quadrants,
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the TC intensifies more efficiently in that the intensification is more extreme than if the
convective bursts were located in different TC-relative regions. In ERA5 (and in reality),
this process is attenuated because LHF and convective activity tend to cool the underlying
ocean, as demonstrated in Figure 6. However, in the UFS-SRW forecasts, the SST effectively
does not cool, and thus a positive-feedback loop is established because it is not dampened
by the SST response. The next subsection will show similar features in the GSD physics
runs, while Section 4 includes more in-depth discussion of this feedback loop.
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3.2. GSD Physics Suites

In this section, it is shown that the runs using the GSD physics suites result in similar
errors as the GFS suites. Figure 7 shows the TC track in these runs, along with ERA5. All
the TCs in the GSD runs spend several hours moving erratically before getting caught
in the prevailing steering flow around 15 h, after which they move northwestward. For
GSDv0, the 25 km and 13 km tracks follow a very similar path to that seen in the GFDL-MP
runs at the same grid spacings. However, the 3 km run shows significantly less error
than the other grid spacings and is comparable to the least erroneous GFS runs (GFSv15.2
25 km, GFSv16beta 25 km, and GFSv16beta NoConv). GSD_noMY creates similar tracks
for the 25 km and 13 km runs, but the 3 km run shows greatly reduced east-of-track error
of around 75 km at landfall. For GSD_Noah, the 3 km run is the least erroneous of all the
forecasts with any physics suite, making landfall around 30 km to the east of ERA5.
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Figure 7. As with Figure 2, but for the GSD physics suites. The bolded scatter point here designates
forecast hour 15 h, as several runs diverge from ERA5 around this time.

Here, the NoConv run with the convection parameterization disabled, which does not
improve the track forecast and, in fact, results in a slight degradation at later forecast times.
The 25 km run with this suite is slightly improved over the other GSD suites, and the 13 km
run shows slight improvement as well, splitting the difference between the 3 km runs and
the 25 km run. Figure 8 shows the steering flow as calculated using the method described
in Section 2.2. Regardless of the physics version, the 25 km runs show very similar behavior,
with severely underestimated environmental zonal winds resulting in a strong slow error in
the steering flow magnitude. A similar, though less extreme error, is seen in the GSD_Noah
and GSD_noMY 13 km runs, as well as in the GSDv0 3 km run. In general, the meridional
flow verifies much better than the zonal flow and is consistent with the eastward track
error despite similar landfall times of each TC. The GSD_Noah and GSD_noMY 3 km runs
(including the NoConv run), which result in the best track forecasts of all the physics suites
and versions tested here. The 3 km runs with convection turned on show too strong zonal
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flow and, therefore, steering flow magnitude until around 26 h, while the NoConv run
shows a slight slow error in the zonal flow and steering flow magnitude.
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Table 3 shows the OSL depth and removal radius for the GSD physics runs. With the
exception of the pre-recurve GSD_noMY 13 km run, we find all TCs to be sensitive to a
much deeper steering layer than ERA5. This, along with the early and stronger recurve,
suggest even more premature intensification and deepening than in the GFS runs, despite
the relative fidelity of the GSD 3 km runs. For the GSD_noMY 3 km and GSD_Noah 3 km
NoConv runs, which result in the best track forecast across all runs, significantly reduced
error in OSL depth is seen after recurve, suggesting that, although these TCs do intensify
prematurely, their ultimate depth is on par with observations. The GSDv0 3 km run results
in a similar, though a more erroneous track forecast, even though a far greater depth error
is seen post-recurve. In that run, however, significantly reduced removal radius error is
seen post-recurve, indicating that this TC may be too deep, but of similar size to the TC
in ERA5. All other runs show erroneous OSL depth and removal radius post-recurve
consistent with their more erroneous track forecasts. To investigate whether the GSD
suites exhibit the same WISHE-like positive feedback that ostensibly contributes to the
track errors in the GFS forecasts, the composite reflectivity and IMERG precipitation for
verification at 15 h are shown in Figure 9. Each run using the GSD suites show very similar
convective distributions, particularly in the USL and DSL quadrants. At this time, the
IMERG data show only small areas of aggregated precipitation, at 100–150 km from the
TC center, while the forecasts show significant wrapping of convection into the TC center,
suggesting the same premature intensification and convective concentration exhibited by
the GFS physics forecasts. The 3 km runs, including the NoConv run, show some intense
convection to the southwest of the TC center as well, which may contribute to the relative
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fidelity of these forecasts by offsetting the USL/DSL convection, which would tend to
contribute to asymmetric potential vorticity generation. Furthermore, because the steering
flow magnitude shows a more significant slow error in the 25 km and 13 km runs compared
to the 3 km runs, forecasts at those grid spacings may be more susceptible to motion
tendencies induced by the convection error [6].

Table 3. As with Table 2, but for GSD physics runs.

v0 noMY Noah

25 km 13 km 3 km 25 km 13 km 3 km 25 km 13 km 3 km 3 km
NoConv

Pre-recurve Removal
Radius Mean Error (0–15 h) 3.67◦ 0.67◦ 2.00◦ 4.00◦ 0.00◦ 1.00◦ 4.00◦ 2.33◦ 0.00◦ 1.00◦

Post-recurve Removal
Radius Mean Error (15 h+) −1.07◦ −1.80◦ −0.07◦ −1.42◦ −1.53◦ −0.66◦ −1.31◦ −1.44◦ −1.49◦ −0.91◦

Pre-recurve Depth Mean
Error (0–15 h)

183.33
mb

116.67
mb

183.33
mb

166.67
mb

−250.00
mb

183.33
mb

183.33
mb

166.67
mb

183.33
mb 183.33 mb

Post-recurve Depth Mean
Error (15 h+)

117.78
mb

128.89
mb

162.50
mb

208.89
mb

160.00
mb

18.75
mb

178.89
mb

214.44
mb

161.11
mb 53.33 mb
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Figure 9. As with Figure 4, except for the GSD physics suite runs and at forecast hour 15 h.

The next step in the WISHE feedback is the latent heating into the atmosphere, which
is shown at 15 h in Figure 10. As with the GFS suites, we see a strong latent heating error to
the east of the developing TC in most of the GSD physics runs. However, unlike the GFS
forecasts, this error is largest in the 25 and 13 km runs, with smaller LHF in the 3 km runs.
Interestingly, though the GSD_Noah 13 km run shows less track error than any other GSD
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25- or 13 km run, it also exhibits the largest LHF error. This highlights the complexity of this
nonlinear interaction and how slightly different physics packages can interact in slightly
different ways to produce quite different results. Nevertheless, Figure 10 demonstrates that
the LHF error is present in differing degrees in all UFS-SRW runs with GSD physics suites
as well. Thus, the hypothesis that the previously described WISHE feedback is responsible
for the premature intensification and the systematic east-of-track bias seen in the UFS-SRW
and the operational UFS is supported. As with the GFS suites, the proximate cause of these
feedbacks and errors is the insufficient representation of the cold wake effect of a passing
TC, as shown in Figure 6 for GFSv16beta 3 km. The SST distribution in all UFS-SRW runs
considered here, with all physics suites, is virtually identical to that shown in Figure 6,
providing support for our hypothesis.
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4. Discussion

The purpose of this study is to investigate the scalability of various CCPP physics
suites within the UFS-SRW with respect to the case study of Hurricane Barry (2019),
which developed in a strongly sheared environment. This particular event was chosen
to investigate the strong east-of-track bias seen in the operational GFS for this event to
identify shortcomings in the model physics. Regarding the physics scalability, we find that
although the general large-scale pattern is similar throughout the runs at each grid spacing,
significant differences in the forecast fields emerge, which result in differences in the TC
tracks at landfall of several hundred kilometers in some cases. Here, we posit that these
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differences are strongly influenced by a WISHE-like positive feedback loop, which begins
with strengthening winds due to the developing TC. These winds drive latent heating
of the atmosphere near the ocean surface, resulting in convective activity as this heat is
deposited into the atmosphere. In the model forecasts, the SST does not cool realistically
in response to this latent heating and convection. Therefore, the ocean continues to pump
heat unabated into the atmosphere, driving further latent heating and convection as the run
continues. The convection tends to affect the local potential vorticity by driving an excess
of asymmetrical diabatic heating in that region, thus causing the TC track to deflect toward
that convection [6]. In addition, the cyclonic motion of the TC advects the convection
into the regions that most efficiently intensify the developing TC (USL and DSL), as the
convective-scale subsidence about these convective bursts superimposes on the mesoscale
subsidence due to the sheared environment, thus carrying warm, relatively dry air into the
midlevel TC core [9]. Finally, due to the premature intensification of the TC, the low-level
winds now show a strong intensity error, and the feedback loop is complete.

The steering flow velocity is generally underestimated, excepting the GSD_Noah and
GSD_noMY 3 km runs. This slow steering flow makes the TC track more susceptible
to influence by asymmetric diabatic heating [5–7], thus magnifying the influence of the
already excessive convection to the east of the TC center that is present due to the warm
SST bias there. Due to the premature intensification of these TCs, they show sensitivity
to a deeper OSL depth than ERA5. The 3 km GSD runs show stronger steering flow than
the other runs considered here (which verifies more closely with ERA5). Because of this,
despite similar errors in convection and latent heating developing in these runs as well, the
TC tracks in the 3 km GSD runs are less influenced by the excess diabatic heating.

Why, then, is the steering flow more accurately represented in these runs? Figure 11
shows the 850 hPa geopotential height at 12 h for a few cases chosen to demonstrate some
more general differences seen in these runs. In particular, these runs show roughly the most
(GFDL-MP 13 km and GSD_noMY 25 km) and least (GFSv16beta 25 km and GSD_Noah
3 km) track error within their respective physics suite family. While all show a systematic
negative bias in the 850 hPa geopotential height, the spatial distribution of that bias is
very important in determining the effect on the steering flow. In GFDL-MP 13 km, a large
negative error forms well to the north of the developing TC, extending south from the Great
Lakes region. This geopotential height error would tend to impart a northeastward error
on the steering flow due to cyclonic anomalies in the environmental wind field, consistent
with the TC track behavior in that case. A very similar 850 hPa height field and track
error is present in GFDL-MP 25 km (not shown). This strong geopotential error is not seen
in GFSv16beta 25 km, but a different negative error to the east of the developing TC is
present. This would tend to impart a southward anomaly on the environmental flow about
the TC, thus slowing the steering flow, which is predominantly southeasterly. A similar
result is found for GSD_noMY 25 km, but the effect on the steering flow magnitude is
not as strong in this case due to the smaller error in the geopotential height field. Despite
this, GFSv16beta 25 km shows significantly less track error than the GSD_noMY 25 km
run, highlighting the complexity of the nonlinear problem presented here. Finally, in
GSD_Noah 3 km, there is a strong negative error in the 850 hPa height directly to the
southwest of the developing TC in that case. This would impart a southeasterly anomaly
on the environmental wind field, thus strengthening the steering flow. Therefore, the
convective error that develops in this case does not affect the track as strongly as in other
cases, resulting in the highest fidelity track forecast of all the UFS-SRW runs.
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Figure 11. 850 hPa geopotential height difference at 12 h between GFDL-MP 13 km (top left),
GFSv16beta 25 km (bottom left), GSD_noMY 25 km (top right), GSD_Noah 3 km (bottom right)
and ERA5. These cases are chosen as demonstrative examples of features common to forecasts with
similar track errors.

5. Conclusions

Clearly, slightly different physical interactions within the model can result in dramati-
cally different outcomes with respect to the track forecast, demonstrating the complexity of
the problem and the differing behavior of the tested physics suites’ scalability. For the GFS
suites, some of the best track forecasts are found in the 25 km simulations, with only the
3 km NoConv run of the GFSv16beta physics rivaling the 25 km. For the GSD suites, we see
exactly the opposite (and more expected) behavior; that is, improving the track forecasts
with increasing resolution. As to why this might be happening, we are left to speculate
and recommend future studies to investigate this issue. Many of the physics suites tested
here differ in more than one way with respect to their internal parameterizations, making
it difficult to make conclusions about their contributions to the track forecast simulations.
The differing cumulus, PBL, and cloud microphysics schemes likely all contribute to this
differing behavior in nonlinear ways. Ongoing development of these schemes is necessary
to improve their scalability, coinciding with continued testing and verification to isolate
the contribution of the various parameterizations to the errors in the environmental winds,
latent heating, and intensification demonstrated in this study. Evaluations utilizing this
model’s hierarchy approach of isolating the individual parameterizations and interactions
at a process-level using tools such as a single-column model, as in Chen et al. (2021) [40],
would provide an ideal tool for such a future study.

Though these track forecast errors can be at least partially traced back to the erroneous
ocean forcing, i.e., the warm SST bias, the SST bias alone does not fully explain the right-
of-track error seen in these forecasts, as this error is still present in the operational model
forecasts at this initialization time using the fully coupled Hurricane Weather Research
and Forecasting (HWRF) model [41]. Furthermore, although the SST bias is consistent in
both the spatial location and magnitude throughout all these cases, this anomalous ocean
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forcing results in widely differing effects across physics suites and grid spacings, suggesting
cascading differences in physical behavior as well. An improved parameterization or a
fully coupled ocean model that more accurately represents the formation and evolution of
cold wakes would likely improve the UFS-SRW performance but is not sufficient to explain
the forecast errors. Sensitivity studies with fully coupled models should be performed
in the future to isolate the contribution from the SST bias. There are no formal plans to
implement two-way ocean coupling within the UFS-SRW; therefore, testing using the UFS
Hurricane Application should be considered. Parallel efforts testing GFS-based physics
suites within the UFS-SRW for Hurricane Florence (2018) have revealed similar results in the
track forecasts at different scales [42]. The persistent finding that hundreds of kilometers at
landfall differentiate track forecasts resulting from runs with the same physics but different
grid spacing exemplifies the effort that still needs to be made to improve the scalability of
these physics suites and the performance of this forecasting system.
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